Oakley Fuel Cell Polarized
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for this product! (Please note that the color shown in the video may no longer be available.) Add fuel to your already smoldering
good looks with a pair of these fiery shades from Oakley&reg;. Features HIGH DEFINITION OPTICS&reg; (HDO&reg; Technology The best clarity and protection on the planet. HDO&reg; lets you see clearer, sharper and without the magnification of ordinary lenses
that act like prescription optics. Oakley&reg; HD Polarized Lenses minimize glare via technology that produces the best polarized
lenses on the planet with 99% polarization efficiency. Durability and all-day comfort of lightweight, stress-resistant O MATTER&reg;
frame material. Comfort and performance of Three-Point Fit that holds lenses in precise optical alignment. Metal icon accents. Dual
lends POLARIC ELLIPSOID&reg; geometry extends clarity all the way to your peripheral view. Optical precision and impact
resistance that meet or exceed Z87.1 optical and basic impact standards. UV protection of Plutonite&reg; Lens Material filters out
100% of UVA / UVB / UVC and harmful blue light up to 400nm. The two lenses are actually cut from a single toric shield of optically
pure PLUTONITE&reg; then placed in the frame to maintain the original, continuous contour. Glare reduction and tuned light
transmission of Iridium&reg; lens coating.
Available on Black/Grey History Text/Black Iridium Lens color only. Dimensions in millimeters:
Lens - 44(H) x 66(W)
Bridge - 23
Temple Length - 130
Frame width - 146 This product may have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or contact
us at for full manufacturer warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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